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Abstract: Landscapes have been and are an important aspect of any society, culture, economy and
environment. Besides the role of landscape and Landscape Sciences in these arenas, there have
been increasingly greater calls to incorporate landscape into the curriculum. Moreover, Landscape
Education is beneficial in developing important foundations in students, particularly that of active
citizenry. While the benefits of Landscape Education are evident, current research remains focused
on Western, especially European, contexts. This article discusses how a leading Singapore public
University incorporates Landscape Education within a relatively new module on Toponymy offered
in the Linguistics and Multilingual Studies Programme. While the links between Linguistics and a
course in Toponymy or even the links between Toponymy and Landscape may not be immediately
apparent, an analysis of the content covered in the module demonstrates congruence to existing
frameworks and principles in teaching Landscape Education and, at the same time, provides a
case in point in interdisciplinarity, drawing from diverse disciplines such as Language, Linguistics,
History, Geography, Landscape Sciences, Anthropological Linguistics, among many others. This
study provides useful references for educational institutions in incorporating Landscape Education
into their curriculum.

Keywords: university curriculum; toponymy; linguistics; landscape education; European Landscape
Convention (ELC)

1. Introduction: Landscapes and Landscape Education

Landscapes are at the core of any society. A 2004 book published by New Zealand’s
Environmental Defense Society begins with a quote: “Landscapes are a touchstone for
where we have come from, who we are and how we relate to the world around us” [1] (p. 2).
This quote is significant, given that the book documented the loss of New Zealand’s special
places to inappropriate subdivision and development and thus highlights how landscapes
give people a sense of place and identity. Furthermore, as the quote suggests, landscapes
reflect the inter-relationships between people and their environments over the course of
history. The intersection between nature and human beings is also evident in the definition
provided by the European Landscape Convention (ELC), which was the first international
treaty to be exclusively devoted to European landscape. The ELC defines landscape as “an
area, as perceived by people, whose character is the result of the action and interaction of
natural and/or human factors” [2] (p. 2). This definition, as Dejeant-Pons (2006) argues, is a
holistic view and ultimately links the landscape to advancing four elements of sustainable
development: nature, culture, society and economy [3].

Beyond the social, cultural, economic and ecological importance of landscape, land-
scapes also play an important role in the field of education. At the international level, the
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) called for
Landscape Science to be one of the key subjects in schools which incorporates sustain-
ability considerations and sustainable development themes [4], a reasonable call given
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how landscape is very much at the heart of physical-human interactions. Moreover, the
recommendation of the Committee of Ministers to member states on the guidelines for
the implementation of the ELC (2008) reads: “School curricula at various levels should
foster an awareness of landscape themes through learning to read landscapes and through
sensitization to relations between cadre de vie and landscape, to relations between ecology
and landscape problems and to social and economic questions . . . Landscape constitutes
a teaching resource because, when reading it, pupils are brought face to face with visible
signs of their surroundings that relate to spatial-planning issues. Landscape reading also
makes it possible to understand current and historical approaches to landscape production
as an expression of a community’s identity” [5] (p. 13). Certain scholars have also written
about the importance of landscapes in education. For instance, Orietta Zanato Orlandini
identified three principal functions of landscape in the classroom: (1) the hermeneutical
function, where landscapes are read and their signs decoded, (2) the pragmatic function,
where students learn to manage, plan and protect the territory and (3) social function,
where students develop local identities while opening to “otherness,” especially in contexts
where there is increased migration [6]. Yet, it must be noted that current research on
Landscape Education remain dominated by Euro-Western scholarly sources, ostensibly
due to the ELC involving European countries [4,7–12]. In European classrooms, Landscape
Education has been weaved into the curriculum through, for example, including content in
Social and Natural Sciences subjects which teach students about natural and anthropized
landscapes [11]; drawings and questionnaires to get students to recognize the landscapes
and around them and subsequently evaluate their views, experiences and feelings towards
these landscapes [7,13]; through fieldwork trips to landscape sites [14]; and collaborative
learning across multiple Universities, using technologically enhanced learning platforms
to critically engage with the theories, methods, ethics and practices of participation in
landscape planning [15].

Ultimately, the incorporation of the Landscape into Education promotes engaged and
active citizenry. Landscape evolves together with and is shaped by societal changes over
the longue durée. Certain studies have shown that Landscape Education, particularly those
conducted in outdoor contexts like parks and museums helps students develop empathy to
these issues and in the process, become informed and involved citizens [16]. Furthermore,
understanding both the physical and human landscapes also foster an awareness and
understanding, both in children and adults, on environmental issues, including animal
rights ethics [17]. Moreover, with the increased socio-cultural diversity of people living in
a territory due to globalization and migration, territorial identities begin to be contested.
To this end, Landscape Studies provides a way of navigating these contestations through
“opening up an arena for a re-interpretation and adoption of the land” [4] (p. 4704). With
the knowledge of landscape formation and evolution, students will be better aware of the
risks posed to landscapes and need to preserve them, thereby promoting participation in
decision-making [9,18,19].

The present literature on Landscape Education, though scarce, focuses on how Eu-
ropean institutions insert landscape into the curricula, along with the benefits which
Landscape Education brings. Hence, it would be useful to assess the incorporation of
Landscape Education in a non-European context. Consequently, this paper studies the
blending of Landscape Education into the curriculum in one of the top public Universities
in Singapore. The authors analyze a module on Toponymy offered by the Division of
Linguistics and Multilingual Studies. Although the links between Toponymy, Linguistics
and Landscapes might not be immediately evident, a close reading of the module’s content
finds that it enables students to develop an awareness of the landscapes (both in Singapore
and overseas contexts) through the study of place names and more crucially, foster an un-
derstanding of diachronic and synchronic methods in understanding landscapes and how
they contribute to a community’s identity, echoing the ELC’s proposals as aforementioned.

Therefore, this paper investigates how this new module is a case in point on how
Landscape Education can be weaved into the curriculum at university-level relying on a
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holistic, multidisciplinary approach. It conducts an in-depth analysis on the lesson content
with the aim of showing how the module draws upon and follows established principles,
such as the time-space dimensions in the teaching of Landscape Education as articulated by
Antrop and Van Eetvelde and Vos and Meekes [20,21]. Crucially, by introducing students
to toponymic examples from around the world and showing how toponyms (and other
related disciplines) are linked to landscapes and the way humans conceptualize their
environments (thereby lending a regional and international dimension to the course),
students then understand and realize how these concepts are related to Singaporean
toponymy particularly in the final lesson—a process and observation documented in this
paper as well.

The rest of this paper is structured with a short section explaining the links between
Toponymy and landscapes, as well as between Toponymy and Linguistics. Thereafter, the
authors will provide in greater detail information about the module, entitled Discovering
Unwritten Stories: A General Introduction to Toponymy and Toponomastics, before highlighting
salient topics and themes covered in the module itself and explaining how it contributes to
a Landscape Education in a different context.

2. Toponymy, Landscapes and Linguistics

Toponymy is inextricably linked to the landscape, where both nature and humans
are concerned. In his 1957 article, Place Names and Geography, the scholar H.C. Darby
notes, “To all who travel about the countryside with a glimmer of curiosity and to all
who read or even glance at, maps, place-names must always be of great and often of
tantalizing, interest. (...) In the same way that (place-names) concern the history of society
so they concern the history of landscape, for it was places that were being named and
the characteristics of those places are often reflected in their names . . . ” [22] (p. 387).
Place names are regarded as objects of study which have been indelibly influenced by
socio-historical factors that shape the natural and human landscapes. These processes
of change are then projected onto the place name. Hence, by studying toponyms, one
can better understand the history and characteristics of the landscape he/she occupies.
Such an endeavor is also aided by Landscape Archaeology which combines archaeological
approaches with the study of “how difference (in terms of identities) spreads itself over space
and thus to the formation of social landscapes” [23] (p. 19) and covers aspects relating to
the symbolic significance of places and how people organize themselves in geographical
landscapes as social space [24,25], as well as settlement ecology, ritual landscapes and ethnic
landscapes [26]. Toponymy is also shaped by political factors; due to the regime changes
and/or shifts in political power, the new leaders thus use place naming and renaming
as a means to assert their political authority and mold the landscape according to their
socio-political and cultural image. This is observed particularly in post-Communist and
neo-liberal contexts [27–29] and even extends to anthropic facilities such as sport stadiums
and football clubs [30]. Some scholars have also found that the economic power held
by large corporations shaped the landscape in terms of re-naming prominent landmarks
bearing the company name of values associated with the organization [31]. Moreover,
numerous landscape features are reflected in toponyms. These include the topography and
settlement of ethnic groups [32–35], some with a focus on the meaning imputed by local
people to their physical and cultural surroundings [36] and migration of people, religious
and cultural traditions and local language [37–40]. In sum, the study of toponyms enables
one to better understand the landscape, be it the Topography, Geography, History, Society,
Culture, Religion or Language.

While Toponymy may not be considered as a “traditional” sub-field of Linguistics,
toponyms are still regarded as important linguistic tools. The study of toponyms at
the level of Linguistics can be approached using both diachronic and synchronic means.
Looking at the names of places diachronically allows linguists to understand the origin
and evolution of a place name [41]. This is useful because many toponyms, which remain
consistent over time, convey messages about the lives, behaviors, histories and languages
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of the earlier occupants of that place and thereby represents the locality’s “collective
memory” [42,43]. Toponyms, as carriers of “living heritages” [34], contain numerous
linguistic elements and/or naming practices that do not exist in current languages or
modern societies. An etymological analysis, using diachronic methods, provides insights
on the phonetic, semantic, morphosyntactic and onomasiologic structures of toponyms
(and their changes over time). For this reason, the historical linguist Lyle Campbell writes
that place names “permit historical inferences about languages and the people who spoke
them” in a locality [44]. Historical linguists have thus sought to use place names as clues to
lost languages [44], as well as to investigate language contact and language change between
different language families in prehistoric contexts [45]. Additionally, from a synchronic
perspective, because toponyms are connected to society and history, toponyms represent
the linguistic image and history of a place expressed by language features of a particular
period [41]. There have also been recent studies that capture the languages and practices
used to name toponyms at a certain snapshot of time in the area [46].

Linguistics has also been incorporated into toponymic research as an integral way of
studying the biography of a toponym, in a process known as intensive toponymy. Intensive
toponymy involves asking wh-questions: (1) Who named the place? (2) When was the
place named? (3) Why was it given this name? (4) What does the name mean? What kind
of feature is it? (5) Where does the name come from (referring to either the language or
region of origin)? Where is the place located? Some of these questions can be answered
using linguistic analysis, with the aim of investigating the etymology and meaning of the
given toponym. Looking at a toponym’s orthographic form(s) (including previous names)
and its linguistic fields (such as its morphology, syntax, semantics and etymology) allows
us to answer why the place got its name, what the place name means, where the name
comes from in terms of the language of origin [47].

While the wh-questions undergirded Tent’s paper, prominent linguist and Toponymy
scholar Joshua Nash calls for a greater focus on the “how” of Toponymy, a strand of research
which considers phenomena between, within and across toponymic contexts and what
these contexts mean. To this end, the landscape is used as an object of study, particularly
in studying how attributes of landscape vis-à-vis Toponymy and how landscape setting
and being in the world shape ways in which individuals develop an attachment to place
through place-naming processes and toponyms [48].

In the final analysis, Toponymy as a discipline enables its students and the wider
audience to understand the society they live in through multiple angles, including but
not limited to Physical, Human, Urban and Historical Geography, Nature, Languages,
Linguistics, History, Culture, Society, Landscape Sciences, Landscape Archaeology. It
is with this understanding of Toponymy that the authors now describe the module on
Toponymy as a case of Landscape Education in the University.

3. Situating the Module in Landscape Education
3.1. An Introduction to HG2093 Discovering Unwritten Stories: A General Introduction to
Toponymy and Toponomastics

HG2093 is a relatively new course offered in the Linguistics and Multilingual Studies
Programme (School of Humanities) at Nanyang Technological University, Singapore, insti-
tution ranked 13th in the world in the 2020 QS World University Ranking and 1st amongst
the world’s young Universities according to the QS Top 50 Under 50 rankings [49]. The
course has been written, conceptualized, optimized, developed and taught by Dr Francesco
Perono Cacciafoco (NTU, SoH, LMS) and was first offered in Semester 2 of the Academic
Year 2018/19. Since then, the module has been offered every Semester 2 to Linguistics
students, always taught by Dr Perono Cacciafoco. Students can take it to clear Linguistics
electives as part of their major. The class size usually averages about 30 to 35 students of
Year 1 to Year 4 standing and they attend a weekly three-hour seminar across 13 weeks.

The course description, available on the Division’s website, states that students will
“become familiar with the basic notions and hermeneutic instruments of Toponymy Studies
and Toponomastics, both at the level of language reconstructions (Diachronic Toponymy
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and Historical Toponomastics) and at the historical-cultural and sociological level (Syn-
chronic Toponymy)” as well as provide “indispensable epistemological elements for the
understanding of complex notions in Historical Linguistics and Etymology and for the eval-
uation of the relations between place names and social contexts” [50]. The interdisciplinary
nature of the course is also reflected in the learning objectives, highlighted in the syllabus
document, that outlines key takeaways that students should achieve upon completing the
module. Some of these goals include the abilities to: “Reconstruct the etymological origins
and original meanings of place names from all over the world,” “Explain the essential role
of Historical Toponomastics (the historical analysis of place names) in the study of the
origins of languages,” “Document toponymic phenomena like the conservatism of place
names throughout changes in population and settlement dynamics in a specific area” and
“Explain the relations between Toponymy, Toponomastics, Etymology, Language Change,
Historical Linguistics, Historical Semantics and Sociolinguistics and the relations between
landscape (and the archaeology of landscape) and place names” [51] (p. 2).

3.2. Course Content, Assessments and Analyses

From now on, this paper analyses the content and structure of the module as an
example to show how Landscape Education is incorporated into the University curriculum
in a non-European context. The content covered throughout this module is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Course content of HG2093 Discovering Unwritten Stories: A General Introduction to Toponymy and Toponomastics.

Week Number Topic

Week 01 An Introduction to Toponymy and Toponomastics
Week 02 Toponyms and Toponymic Classification
Week 03 Disputed Place Names and Sequent Occupance
Week 04 Historical Toponomastics as an Etymological Science
Week 05 Quiz 1 and Review
Week 06 Diachronic Toponymy and Language Documentation
Week 07 Place Names’ Etymological Reconstructions
Week 08 Language Contact in Prehistoric Context
Week 09 Historical Toponomastics and Pre-Languages
Week 10 Toponymy in Contact Areas
Week 11 Toponymic and Lexical Stems
Week 12 Quiz 2 and Review
Week 13 Odonymy in Multicultural and Multilingual Areas: The Singapore Odonymy Case Study

Throughout the 13 weeks, there is also a list of complementary topics, which provides
the students with additional insights into Toponymy. These topics are shown in Table 2
and are also covered in the lessons as a supplement to the topics listed in Table 1.

Table 2. Complementary topics covered in HG2093.

Week Number Complementary Topic(s)

Week 01 Toponymic Reconstruction of a root + suffix place name (Saliceto)
Week 02 Critical Toponymy and the Toponymic Reconstruction of an Etymologically Obscure Place Name (Vinchio)
Week 03 Toponymic Reconstruction of an Apparently Transparent Place Name (Franciacorta)
Week 04 Toponymic Reconstruction of a Prehistoric Toponymic System (the Alba model)
Week 05 Toponymy in Multicultural Contexts and the Notion of ‘Commodification of Place Names’
Week 06 A Papuan Toponymic System from South-East Indonesia (Afena)

Week 07 Traditional Etymological Methodologies vs Experimental Etymological Methodologies in Toponymic
Reconstruction

Week 08 Toponymic Reconstruction between Proto-Languages and Pre-Languages
Week 09 Toponymic Reconstruction of the *borm- Toponymic System
Week 10 A Theory on Toponymic Convergence between Celtic and Etruscan
Week 11 Toponymic Reconstruction of the *kar- / *kal- Toponymic System and its links to the Landscape
Week 12 Human Geography, Cultural Geography, Landscape and Toponymy
Week 13 Synchronic Toponymy
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To assess students’ understanding on these areas throughout the Semester, the course
has a 100% coursework-based approach. Assessment components typically involve two
in-class quizzes to test conceptual understanding on content covered in classes (20% and
35%), a free-topic essay on Toponymy of 2000 words (30%), a group presentation on any
aspect on Toponymy and Toponomastics (5%) and active class participation (10%). This
assessment format rewards engaged and consistent participation throughout the course, to
which students often demonstrate. Past topics researched about and presented be it in the
essay or group presentation include disputed place names in different parts of the world,
commemorate street naming, selected case studies on how places in Singapore got their
names, political and cultural influences on toponyms, among many others.

The analysis relies on the repository of slides used for the module, which is available
on NTULearn, a virtual learning environment and learning management system developed
together with Blackboard Inc. While there are weekly readings, these chapters and journal
articles are optional and, thus, the slides form the basis of instruction for this module.
The slides have been downloaded and comprehensively analyzed, noting the contents,
examples and analyses of the various topics. Thereafter, the authors provide snapshots
illustrating major themes of the course relating to Landscape Education. These two themes
(diachronic-synchronic and urban-rural) conform to the temporal and spatial dimensions
of the landscape which have been listed as teaching principles in Landscape Education to
introduce the subject of landscapes and to present topics related to the landscape [20,21].
These themes appear on an axis and at first glance, might appear at odds with each other.
However, they ultimately serve as a model on how Landscape Education incorporates
a great diversity of perspectives, be it temporal or spatial ones or even the disciplines
used to approach the landscape. The module provides a useful case study of different
mental models and disciplines contributing to students’ understanding of the landscape
around them.

4. Different Time Perspectives: Diachronic and Synchronic
4.1. Diachronic

The landscape can be approached from a diachronic perspective, aided by study of
Etymology and Historical Linguistics in studying how the meaning and morphology of
the place and place name has changed over time.

An example is seen in Week 4 in the etymological reconstruction of the Italian place
name Borgomale. Students are “taken” to Borgomale, a municipality located in the Cuneo
province, Piedmont, North-Western Italy. The place name Borgomale can be broken down,
in Italian, into borgo ‘village’ or ‘hamlet’ and male ‘bad’ or ‘evil’ and thus is known as the
‘bad village’ or ‘village of evil.’ Inhabitants of the village say that because previous villagers
were evil, the village was punished. It almost disappeared during the Black Death and has
remained very small ever since. However, the lecturer shows the class documents such as
the church records (the church normally keeps these files of births and deaths in the region)
and concludes that the number of inhabitants has historically been stable and did not vary,
even during the Black Death. The lecturer also notes that the area previously was dotted
with apple trees, evidenced by ancient drawings and documents (see Figure 1). Thus, there
needs to be a transparent reason for the place name, one which accounts for these facts as
well as the language change of the name (both in terms of their morphology and meaning).
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Figure 1. A slide from Week 4 indicating the location of Borgomale in Italy and the emblem or coat of arms of the
municipality’s logo. The red drawings are evidence of apple trees that formerly grew in the region.

Linguistic data is provided in analyzing the Latin and Italian forms of both borgo and
male. It is explained that Italian, a neo-Latin Romance language, descended from the vulgar
late variant of Latin, an Indo-European language. The Italian borgo comes from the Latin
burgus ‘village’ or ‘hamlet,’ while the Italian male comes from the Latin malum (genitive
mali) ‘evil.’ Further linguistic analysis, however, shows that the Italian male can be traced
back to two forms of the Latin word malum, differentiated only by the length of the vowel
/a/. One is mălum (pronounced with a short vowel ă), which means ‘evil’ and became the
Italian word male ‘evil’ and malo ‘bad.’ The other is mālum (pronounced with a long vowel
ā), which means ‘apple’ or ‘apple tree’ and became the Italian word mela (‘apple’) and melo
(‘apple tree’). According to locals’ postulation, Borgomale was argued to have come from
the Latin expression Burgus Măli ‘village of evil’.

However, looking at historical documents and the emblem of the municipality, it is
possible to conclude that apple trees existed in the area, possibly during the Middle Ages
and the Modern Age. It is, hence, more plausible, that Borgomale came from Burgus Māli,
‘village of the apple(s)’ or ‘village of the apple tree(s).’ The reconstructed form in modern
Italian should thus be *Borgomela, ‘village of the apple’ or *Borgomelo ‘village of the apple
tree.’ Yet, the reconstructed form is Borgomale ‘bad village’ or ‘village of evil.’ The reason
for this is argued to be one of a semantic misunderstanding, which generates toponymic
paretymology; because of the evolution of languages and the transition between one
language to another (in this case, from Latin to Italian), speakers try to explain an otherwise
obscure place name through their linguistic (in)competence [52]. In Latin, a distinguishing
factor in the meaning of words, such as malum is the pronunciation. However, this linguistic
aspect of Latin was lost when Latin started its vernacular phase and eventually evolved
into neo-Latin Romance languages like Italian, which is spoken by the villagers today.
Given that these villagers do not speak Latin, they are unable to differentiate or perceive
this pronunciation and are, thus, unaware of the actual roots of the toponym. As such, they
invented the story of the Black Death to associate “bad” with the village and to explain
the reasons of the name (by producing a toponymic paretymology), which ignores the
landscape features of apple trees that existed in this commune. Therefore, although the
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Latin name of Borgomale was Burgus Māli ‘village of the apple tree’ and the correct Italian
reconstructed form should be *Borgomelo or *Borgo Melo ‘the village of the apple tree,’
speakers misunderstanding of Latin, the language where Borgomale’s original roots can be
traced to, meant that the current attested but incorrect form, Borgomale became widespread,
to which speakers trace to Burgus Măli ‘bad village’ or ‘village of evil.’

Several themes emerge from this example. The first would be the value of the dis-
cipline of Etymology in studying Toponymy and the landscape. The lecturer concludes
the case study by noting that studying the etymology of a place name requires “a phys-
ical evaluation of the hydro-geo-morphology of the territories and human settlements
under investigation” and this process is “aimed at correlating the possible links of a place
name with the landscape and to ascertain whether any dramatic changes have occurred to
the landscape, confirming or disproving etymological hypotheses” [53]. In studying the
etymology of Borgomale, the lecturer drew on the geo-morphology of the commune (for
example, what trees/crops were grown there) as well as features of the human settlements
by studying historical records (for example, church documents which recorded births and
deaths in the area) with the objective of correlating the relationship of the toponym (and
its meaning) to the environmental and anthropic facilities of the landscape in Borgomale.
It is also a useful case in point on the inter-relationship between Languages, Historical-
Structural Linguistics, History, Landscapes (both physical and human) and Toponymy.
Furthermore, students can also see how the perceived character of an area is influenced by
the interaction of human forces, as outlined by the ELC [2]. Italian speakers in Borgomale
might not understand the linguistic elements behind the Latin place name and thus, came
up with the story of how people in the village died during the Black Death—an example
not just in toponymic paretymology but also a case in point on how speakers use language
and stories to perceive and explain their relationship to the landscape and environment.
While the case study of Borgomale might not be rooted in Asia or a local context, learning
about the “true” meaning and origins of this place name meets the course’s objective of
learning how to reconstruct the etymological origins of place names from across the globe.
Furthermore, as students have demonstrated in their essays and group presentations,
they were able to use such etymological tools of analyses in reconstructing the meaning
and origins of Singaporean toponyms by analyzing the physical and human landscapes
of the place, as well of historical documents connected with the area, whilst taking into
account the languages commonly spoken in the country during the period the place was
named—all of which can be observed in the lesson on Borgomale.

4.2. Synchronic

The module also provides students important information relating to current research
on Toponymy of a place at a specific, given time and how it relates to the landscape. In
the second week of the course, students are asked: how are toponyms classified, especially
in relation to the landscape? In this lesson, they are introduced to George Stewart’s
seminal work on the classification of place names. The lecturer shows the class Stewart’s
ten categories for classifying places which was delineated in his 1975 book, Names on
the Globe [54], although the idea of toponymic classification had already been put forth
by Stewart in his earlier works [55,56]. Stewart’s ten categories for classifying place
names remains widely influential and forms the basis of present research on toponymic
classifications as well [57–59]. Through this, students become aware that places are named
in reference to the landscape, a process which is indicated in the classification system. Once
again, in certain naming groups, students witness the connections between humans and
the environment they live in as people name their landscapes according to criteria that
not only “makes sense” to them but also reflects the community’s identity. Examples of
Stewart’s classification categories (see Figure 2) include descriptive names (place names
that describe the quality or location of the place; these toponyms essentially name traits
about the landscape), incident names (place names from an event associated with a person
and the natural landscape becomes connected with humans because of certain historical
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events that occurred there) and shift names (names that have been transferred from one
landscape type to another).

Figure 2. A slide from Week 2 showing Stewart’s classification categories and some examples of
these categories found in American toponyms.

The module also touches on the politics of renaming, an area that has received sig-
nificant attention in the last decade and continues to influence methodologies in present
studies on Toponymy and Human Geography [60–65]. The politics of renaming is influ-
enced by and related to the Critical Toponymy Theory, which focuses on the “political and
cultural choices involved in attributing—or not attributing—a place name” [66] (p. 143).
The example provided in the lecture is that of the former Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
(USSR), where, at least 27 cities were named after Vladimir Lenin (the most notable was
Leningrad) and at least 12 cities were named after his successor, Joseph Stalin (the most
prominent was Stalingrad). However, many of these cities were renamed after the fall of
the Soviet Union and Communism. Leningrad is now Saint Petersburg while Stalingrad
has been re-termed Volgograd. The enduring understand here is: “Toponymy can reveal
the political parties and politicians in charge at the time a place got its name or those who
had influenced the naming process further in the past” [67]. In this sense, the landscape,
through the naming process, is subjected to political power at play—both by regimes that
have long been removed (as seen in the USSR example) or even recent political changes [68].
Especially in built-up environments, toponyms and the toponymic naming process are
used by governments and their agencies to “create administrative boundaries, demonstrate
political authority, define spatial problems, shape and legitimize political subjects and
articulate territorial policy agendas” [69] (p. 1601) and builds on the understanding that
humans shape their environment through the realm of political action and power structures.
A further example provided in the lesson demonstrating how politics influences toponyms
and landscape is that of toponyms and cartography. Contested places often have more
than one name at the same time and, depending on where the map is produced, the exact
place can have different names. For instance, the British believe they own Falkland Islands
(and British maps reflect this), which the Argentinians, who contest this, call the Malvinas
(which is also shown in Argentinian maps). The giving of different names, the lecturer
argues, is an attempt to demonstrate the political authority of both sides (since one of the
methods in which political power is exercised is via naming places) and a way to legitimize
control over the islands which is linked to the sovereignty of both countries [67].

An interesting way of conceptualizing the landscape is found in a lesson on Sequent
Occupance in Week 3. The notion originates from Derwent Whittlesey, a prominent
geographer who developed it in 1929 and is “a concept used to describe the current
cultural landscape of a region, as a combination of all the cultures which have ‘sequentially’
occupied the region from the past to the present” [70]. This means that an area might
have been occupied by one civilization, followed by another and so on. However, the
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cultural imprint of each civilization is never completely lost; each civilization adds on to the
cultural markings of the previous civilization and collectively, these cultural inscriptions
can be seen till today. The example in the lesson is that of Tanzania, which was ruled, at
different times, by the Portuguese, the Arabs, the Germans and the British. The country
also has a sizeable population of Indian origin due to migration from India around the 19th
century. Consequently, the largest city, Dar es Salaam, through its landscape architecture
and toponyms, reveal influences from these cultures and local Tanzanian culture as well.
This concept is an interesting way to think about the urban and cultural landscape, which
can be likened to building a brick house. Each civilization places one layer of the brick
house. Due to events like colonization and migration, more civilizations might inhabit
the area and build on the existing cultural layer. The result would be a structure of many
(cultural) layers laid upon each other, where each layer can be attributed to a particular
culture and civilization and overlaps with the one before it. It is also worth noting that
the concept of Sequent Occupance has gained prominence in the study of Singapore’s
toponyms in recent years. Cavallaro, Perono Cacciafoco and Tan’s 2019 paper applied the
Sequent Occupance theory to ten local toponyms and find that “the influences of all the
cultures which have “sequentially” occupied Singapore from the past to the present can
be seen in the history of its place names” with a “willingness by the colonial masters at
first, and the new independent government later, to accommodate this diversity in the
toponyms and odonyms of this now very international city” [71].

5. Different Spatial Features: Rural and Urban
5.1. Rural

The course also touches on the landscape in rural contexts and how it is nested within
place names. Although this is approached from a Historical Toponomastics angle, students
nonetheless gain greater insights about how people from rural societies interact with their
physical landscape and organize their knowledge (as evident in the place naming process).
This is seen in Week 6 in the Abui case study, an example based on the lecturer’s fieldwork
on the Abui language, spoken in Alor Island, located in South-East Indonesia. Abui remains
an undocumented language and inhabitants rely on oral transmission of knowledge.

Students are shown a series of toponyms—Lamang Tāha, Lamang Uwo and Lalamang.
These toponyms are part of a toponymic system or a group of place names related to each
other. The lecturer shows that according to fieldwork done in the case of Lamang Tāha and
Lamang Uwo, the meaning of lamang is unclear, although tāha means ‘above’ while uwo
means ‘below.’ Locals have also indicated that Lalamang can be parsed into ‘village of the
good wood for houses.’ The prefix la- is so common that it is part of the toponymic system
and present in all three toponyms. Yet, nothing is known about it and hence, warrants an
investigation on its meaning.

There are two possible ways for breaking up Lalamang:

la − lamang (1)

lala − mang (2)

Further investigation and fieldwork studies point to the second one being more
plausible because the meaning of -mang is ‘place’ or ‘village’ and is contracted from melang,
an Abui term for ‘place’ or ‘village.’ Given that Lalamang means ‘the village of the good
wood for houses’ and -mang means ‘place’ or ‘village,’ it is possible to conclude that the
prefix la- is ‘good wood for houses’ or ‘good wood.’ The form lala-, in Lalamang, thus derives
from the reduplication (or repeat) of the original root la-. This feature of reduplication is
common in Abui toponyms and Abui grammar as well [52]. The linguistic analysis and
fieldwork process enabled the recovery of the original meaning of unclear place names.
The original meanings of Lamang Tāha, Lamang Uwo and Lalamang is linked to a renewable
natural source (evident in la- ‘good wood for houses’) combined with the toponymic
indication of village (expressed by -mang ‘place’ or ‘village’). These findings reflect the
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broader trend of using plants and natural sources to name villages in Alor Island, as
indicated by previous research [72,73].

The Abui example shows the linkage between the speakers and their environment.
Abui speakers live in an agrarian society and thus rely greatly on crops and plants in
their lifestyles. As such, place names also reflect this dependence on these natural sources
and are named according to frequently cultivated crops or qualities associated with these
crops (for instance, village of the good wood). Beyond encoding the relationships between
speakers and the physical landscape, this serves as an opportunity for students to read
landscapes in rural contexts and in the process, encourage a “sensitization to relations
between cadre de vie and landscape” [5]. Also relevant are the links between language
and toponyms; an understanding of the Abui language achieved through fieldwork and
language documentation ultimately aided the deciphering of the “unknown” place names
and shows that toponyms are not just valuable landscape resources but linguistic tools as
well—findings which are supported in other scholarly works which prove how toponyms
are strongly rooted in physical characteristics of the land (such as hills and valleys, trees and
forests) and that these place names point to people having a vast topographical vocabulary
to name their landscape [36].

5.2. Urban

The final lecture of the course, entitled Odonymy in Multicultural and Multilingual Areas:
The Singapore Odonymy Case Study, winds up the course through choosing a case study
in a context most students are familiar with Singapore-an urban city-state. The lecture
content comes from a study [46] aimed at examining naming practices among Singapore’s
odonyms (street names) derived from three languages—English, Malay and Chinese. Fifty
names from each source language were selected via random sampling and analyzed for
their naming practices as well as the reasons for the trends observed in naming practices
(see Figure 3 for the results of this study).

Figure 3. Results of this study was tabulated and presented in a graphic format. In this slide, students
can see the number of streets (i.e., the frequency) in each language studied (i.e., English, Malay and
Chinese), which are named according to the particular naming practice.

Connections to previous concepts covered in the course can be drawn. The Sequent
Occupance theory, where cultures of previous civilizations occupying the locality shape
the cultural landscape, is evident in the Singapore odonymy case study. Singapore was a
former British colony. Many English street names, which were given during colonization,
thus commemorate European individuals and their family members (for example, Jervois
Road and Crawford Street were named after British governors and councilors of Singapore).
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English names were also borrowed from similar places in Britain (for example, Berwick
Drive and Moreton Close) or named after their colonies (for example, Canada Road and
Kenya Crescent). As previously argued, place names are intertwined with governmentality
and thus, these commemorative and borrowed names were also a tool by the British to
demonstrate their political power and authority in Singapore.

Moreover, similar trends are noted in Chinese language odonyms. The lecturer pointed
out that many Chinese-derived odonyms commemorate Chinese people in Singapore (for
example, Boon Lay Avenue is named after the businessman Chew Boon Lay), their wives (for
example, Pek Hay Road is named after Wi Pek Hay, the wife of the famous pineapple planter
Lim Nee Soon) and in some cases, named after an entire family (for example, Yio Chu Kang
Road is named after the Yio family). This could be due to values held in a collectivist culture,
where honor is shared by the family and thus, the act of commemoration is extended
beyond individuals to include their family members. There are also auspicious names
recorded in Chinese odonyms (for example, Tai Keng Avenue, meaning ‘big celebration’ and
Sengkang Street meaning ‘prosperous harbor’)—a trend linked to the emphasis on positive
connotations in the semantics of words in the Chinese culture.

While it is evident that the cultures of people who inhabited and continue to inhabit
Singapore are witnessed in toponyms, place names are also strongly associated with
landscapes, the concept of space and the spatial-planning issues. In Singapore, this is
evident in the presence of descriptive toponyms in the three languages studied. Descriptive
names, according to the study, are named after the primary economic and agricultural
activities that had flourished in their corresponding areas or landscape and/or anthropic
facilities that once existed in the locality [46]. Examples include Nutmeg Road, Lentor
Avenue (derived from the Malay word, lentur ‘bend’ due to the curved shape of the road)
and Chai Chee Road (due to the presence of a vegetable market that once stood behind
the road). These findings reflect how place names are primarily coined to identify the
location, a process which happens with knowledge of the physical landscape and human
activities occurring there. In this lesson, studying the names of the landscape becomes
a teaching resource. While students might know of these street names, this particular
lesson strategically positions visible signs of their surroundings (see Figure 4) as the object
of study, analyzing these street names according to sociolinguistics, historical, political
and other spatial-planning factors. In the process, they develop a better appreciation of
socio-cultural and linguistic issues in landscape and street planning in the urban city-state
they live in. At the same time, there is a synthesis of critical concepts impacting global
research like Sequent Occupance and Critical Toponymy Theory, which students, in this
lesson, relate to their local context.

Figure 4. In this lesson, Singaporean street signs, which are seen on this slide, are made the object of
study, while also applying previous concepts in a local case study.
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6. The Drawing from Different Disciplines and Final Conclusions

The module introduction in Week 1 begins with a quote with reference to the di-
achronic study of Toponymy. “It is widely recognized that toponyms provide valuable
insight into the Historical Linguistics, Historical Geography, Topography and Landscape
Archaeology of a specific region or area” [74]. Moreover, place names, according to the
introductory lesson, can also be studied at a specific moment in time, thereby providing a
synchronic lens to Toponymy. Related to the synchronic approach are issues of language
policy and planning, cultural values, social factors influencing language use, sociolin-
guistics, among others. These disciplines are connected to and approach the study of
natural and man-made landscapes through multiple angles. In this sense, one can see how
Landscape Education can be weaved into the curriculum at university-level relying on a
holistic, multidisciplinary approach.

Throughout the course of thirteen weeks, students begin to see the intersections of
different disciplines coming together. While a study of place names, which is the focus
and name of this module, provides crucial information on how the landscape has changed
over time, as well as how people interact (which is oftentimes encoded in and through
language and narrative strategies) with their environment, as seen in the case study of
Borgomale. Students simultaneously develop an awareness of different frameworks in
approaching the landscape. They achieved this through studying the origins and meanings
of place names over time, as in the Borgomale and Abui case studies (connected with
Historical Linguistics and Etymology), through looking at old maps in the Borgomale
lesson and how the locality was visually represented before (associated with Historical
Geography, Historical Topography and Historical Cartography), through documenting
and sharing fieldwork findings in rural contexts such as Alor Island (bringing together
Field Linguistics, Language Documentation and Anthropological Linguistics methods),
through encountering ways in which humans organize and make sense of place names and
by extension, their physical landscape as well as frameworks that will continue to influence
future global research directions such as Sequent Occupance and Critical Toponymy Theory
(linked to Human Geography, Politics and Governmentality Studies and Urban Studies)
and finally, putting all of these together in a local context in the Singapore odonymy lesson.
The final lesson concluding this course provides a synthesis of how regional and global
case studies and concepts from places that students might not be familiar with can be
applied into the Singaporean landscape.

Through approaching the landscape from a myriad of disciplines, the landscape, in
through this module, becomes the building axis of knowledge from both local and global
perspectives, incorporating different dominant features (rural-urban) and with analyses
spanning across different time periods (diachronic-synchronic)—reflecting an interdis-
ciplinary approach whereby participating disciplines, at the academic level, cooperate
and contribute their skills to enhance landscape teaching. More importantly, it is also
an example of how the module is structured and taught in line with existing pedagog-
ical frameworks in Landscape Education [20,21]. In the final analysis, this module on
Toponymy is a useful exercise in how Landscape Education may be incorporated to a diver-
sity of pre-existent curricular paths through education in several disciplines, as highlighted
by the ELC [4], as well as how studying the landscape presents “an opportunity to develop
an experiential, ethical and emotional interdisciplinary model of integrated education” [75]
(p. 255).
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